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Abstract
This paper examines the changing landscape of funding for SMEs in the UK. The primary
theme of the paper is rapid change - especially the systemic changes instigated by the global
financial crisis and the use of new technologies. While mainstream banks continue to be the
dominant players in terms of the overall volume of small business lending, these incumbents
are beginning to face significant competitive challenges which are likely to boost competition.
While this new environment will produce greater levels of competition in the marketplace for
small business funding it is likely to present greater regulatory challenges for policy makers
given the profusion of new financial providers offering a wider array of financial products to
SMEs. This paper aims to synthesise, delineate and consider some of the key issues likely to
confront SMEs, regulators and policy makers in the years to come. However, economic
uncertainty caused by Brexit means that assessing these issues with any kind of precision is
highly problematic.

1. Introduction
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), especially growth-oriented SMEs, are
widely perceived to be instrumental in driving economic growth and productivity within
economies (OECD, 2010; Mason and Brown, 2013). According to the Federation of Small
Business, SMEs constitute an important element of the UK’s economy. There are in the region
of 5.4 million SMEs in the UK who together employ 24.3m people and account for 99% of all UK
businesses. They represent approximately 60% of employment and roughly 50% of total private
business revenue. According to the British Banking Authority, their banking business is worth
some £2 billion in revenue and SME business loan balances are around £90 billion (Chalmers,
2016). By any standards, this is a sizeable market providing a strong incentive for lenders to
target.
Despite this, many SMEs often face quite intractable problems obtaining access to
finance. Dating back to the 1930s when the MacMillian Report noted the difficulties SMEs
encounter when obtaining finance, the issue of SME funding has been a strong concern for UK
policy makers for almost a century1 (Hughes, 1997). Indeed, a large body of literature notes
the perennial problems that new and young and firms face when accessing finance (Cassar,
2004; Udell, 2015). Smaller firms are unlikely to have substantial assets to act as security
against borrowings and many, particularly newer start-ups, may not have a long-standing
relationship with a bank (Berger and Udell, 2002; 2006). Additionally, unlike larger firms, SMEs
may not have audited financial statements, which further increases ‘informational friction’
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This noted the particular difficulties SMEs face when attempting to raise capital – the so-called “MacMillian Gap”
(Brown and Lee, 2014).

between borrowers and lenders (Berger and Frame, 2007). In the UK, this problem has been
accentuated since the global financial crisis (GFC) by the removal of localised decision-making
structures within banks (Degrsye et al, 2015), which has led to more mechanistic assessments
of SME credit ratings, further favouring larger firms (Lee and Brown, 2016). However, it is
important to state that not all firms deserve the finance they apply for, nor is there definitive
evidence of the existence of a funding gap for SMEs. The challenge for policymakers is to ensure
that finance goes to firms likely to help the national economy, without providing excess capital
to firms which are not creditworthy.
Since the GFC the market for small business finance has changed markedly. Since 2008
UK SMEs have witnessed a marked decline in lending to small businesses by UK banks who
traditionally dominate this market (Cowling et al, 2013; North et al, 2013). Due to the impact of
the GFC, lending to small firms by the main banks evaporated as many of the banks desperately
started to rebuilt their balance sheets and minimised any high-risk lending2. However, since
2008 there has been significant changes to the market for small business funding which has led
to increased levels of new entrants coupled with the emergence of alternative forms of small
business lending such as peer-to-peer lending and crowdfunding (Bruton et al, 2015; Fraser et
al, 2015).

These new entrants are beginning to offer new forms of finance whilst

simultaneously offering more competition within the sector. In a relatively short space of time
the market for small business lending has undergone a systematic transformation (Nesta,
2016). In fact, the banking sector is now very different from the situation in days before the
GFC.
2

Around 80% of all lending to SMEs is accounted for by the four major banks (Fraser et al, 2015).

Indeed, the emergence of new sources of funding is also challenging well-established
theoretical principles like the famous “pecking order” theory of funding preferences (Myers and
Majluf, 1984). To avoid losing control of a business, this theory suggests firms will choose first
to use internal finance, then debt finance and will only reluctantly use equity finance as a last
resort (Frank and Goyal, 2003). While this principle seems to hold for larger firms it does not
always apply to smaller growth oriented firms firms (Vanacker and Manigart, 2010). Indeed,
alternative sources of finance appear to be making financial choices for firms much more
complex than ever before (Brown et al, 2015; Bruton et al, 2015).
Given the importance of SMEs together with the rapidly changing landscape facing
them, this paper wishes to examine the implications of these changes for SMEs, regulators and
policy makers. It begins, by examining the nature of the recent changes within the small
business lending market. It then examines the issues which are likely to influence future
changes in small business finance. It ends with some implications for SMEs, regulators and
policy makers in the years to come.

2. Recent Developments: The “New Normal” and the Rise of Alternative Finance
Since the GFC, the funding landscape for SMEs has undergone significant
transformation. Up until 2015 there was a pervasive contraction of credit to the extent
problems accessing funding have become the “new normal” for many SMEs (OECD, 2015).
These problems have been particularly acute for innovative SMEs and those located in
peripheral parts of the UK (Lee et al, 2015; Lee and Brown, 2016). Despite the fact that only

one in seven SMEs seek external bank lending (Fraser et al, 2015), these firms typically are the
most growth-oriented firms who generate the majority of new employment (Brown and Lee,
2014; Anyadike-Danes et al, 2015). Added to the problems of accessing bank finance is the
complex issue of “discouragement” which can often dissuade strong businesses from seeking
bank credit for fear of being declined (Freel et al, 2012).

Therefore, the lack of funding for

growth-oriented SMEs coupled with the reluctance to seek external funding may have impeded
economic growth within the UK economy since the GFC (Cowling et al, 2012; Brown and Lee,
2014). Owing to this some observers commented that the so-called “funding escalator” for
SMEs had broken (North et al, 2013).
This post-GFC era witnessed a number of policy initiatives designed to rebuild the
banking sector to assist SME lending. During this time, and despite these difficulties, the
funding landscape for SMEs is beginning to alter which appears to be increasing the levels of
competition within the SME funding marketplace.

For example, the Bank of England

introduced new regulations aimed at easing entry into the UK’s banking sector. The BofE
introduced a simplified two stage process with lower capital requirements for setting up banks
in 2013. This was specifically designed to increase competition within the UK’s banking sector
and since this time new so-called “challenger banks” have entered the UK banking sector such
as Atom, Virgin, Mondo and Metro. Metro bank was issued with the first new banking license
for over 150 years (The Economist, 2010). Many of these banks have specifically targeted the
SME lending market which is heavily dominated by the big main UK banks, Barclays, HSBC, RBS
and Lloyds. Given that the four largest UK banks still have a combined market share of 80% for

general purpose loans for SMEs (British Business Bank, 2016), the so-called “challenger banks”
have as yet to make substantive in-roads into the market for small business lending.
In parallel with the introduction of these new operating guidelines aimed at increasing
competition within the banking sector has been the rapid emergence of alternative sources of
finance.

Again, a key driver behind the growth of these new forms of finance has been the

heavily deregulated nature of the UK’s finance sector which has given rise to the massive
growth of the so-called fin-tech sector.

These “alternative” sources of finance have

proliferated in the UK in recent years (British Business Bank, 2014), with market research
suggesting approximately 20,000 SMEs in 2015 raised alternative finance through online
channels (Nesta, 2016). Many growth-oriented SMEs are now increasingly turning to new
internet-enabled financial providers to fulfill their external financing requirements.
So what are alternative forms of finance?

These are new forms of funding such as

crowdfunding, peer-to-peer lending and invoice trading. Recent market research shows that
the market for these new forms of funding grew to £3.2bn in 2015 (Nesta, 2016). These forms
of funding appear to play an increasingly important role in enabling SMEs to obtain credit. For
example, debt-based crowdfunding (also known as peer-to-peer lending) supplied the
equivalent of 13.9% of new bank loans to UK SMEs in 2015, suggesting it can no longer be
considered a marginal actor in terms of SME funding (Atz and Bholat, 2016; Nesta, 2016). Plus,
equity crowdfunding is now the second fastest growing source of alternative finance in the UK,
providing SMEs with £245m in funding in 2015 and acting as a critical funding source for
innovative UK start-ups (Brown et al, 2015). An additional reason for examining these new

funding sources concerns their recipients. Prima facie, these newer forms of funding appear to
appeal to high growth firms who make a disproportionate impact to the economy but who
sometimes encounter restrictions when accessing credit (Vanacker and Manigart, 2010; Mason
and Brown, 2013) and often obtain credit on unfavourable terms (Rostamkalaei and Freel,
2016).
Alternative funding such as peer-to-peer lending and equity crowdfunding appear to
offer a significant challenge to the operational models of traditional bank and equity funding.
Indeed, some claim that they herald the “disintermediation of the finance market”, enabling
small firms to directly connect with new investors (Harrison, 2016, p. 4). Although both fall
under the umbrella term of alternative finance, the dynamics of these two forms of
crowdfunding are quite distinctive. Debt crowdfunding, also known as peer-to-peer lending or
marketplace funding, consists of secured and unsecured debt-based transactions between
institutions, retail actors and businesses conducted via Internet-based platforms. In many
respects, this is a natural progression from mainstream banking with several layers of
bureaucracy removed. Unlike banks, these platforms are not subject to capital requirements
and do not run branches, thus they can offer competitive rates to both borrowers and lenders.
Equity crowdfunding, on the other hand, involves the sale of registered securities, mostly by
early stage firms, to both retail and professional investors via Internet-based platforms. These
platforms are in essence mini “stock markets” for start-ups and enable professional and retail
investors to invest directly in start-ups rather than going through regulated stock markets.
Unlike traditional forms of funding, this potentially provides growth-oriented start-ups with
capital very quickly.

While debt and equity crowdfunding are undoubtedly enhancing the supply of funding
to credit-constrained UK SMEs, they clearly have potentially wide-ranging implications for the
firms that obtain funding through these mechanisms and for the customers who invest in them.
In terms of the former, we know little about the types of firms receiving these forms of funding,
their reasons for seeking such funding, or the impact of this funding on firm development and
growth. This raises important questions concerning the longevity and benefits of crowdfunding.
Similarly, in terms of the latter, we know very little about the types of investors who invest
through crowdfunding platforms, their rationale for doing so, or their expectations about their
likely return on investment. Again, this raises questions concerning the rationality of investors
and issues of investor protection.
Table 1: Transition from Traditional to Newer forms of SME Funding
Type of Firm

Traditional Types of

Newer Sources of Finance

Finance (pre-GFC)

(post-GFC)

Start-Ups and micro

Friends, family, founders,

Seed funding from accelerators,

firms (less than 10

credit cards, business

rewards and equity crowdfunding

employees)

angels, VCs

Small Firms

Banks, business angels,

Equity crowdfunding, peer-to-peer

(between 10 and 49

VCs

lenders

Medium-Sized Firms

Banks, VCs, private equity,

Challenger banks, peer-to-peer lenders,

(between 50-249)

IPOs

equity crowdfunding

employees)

Apart from the market research and scoping undertaken by Nesta (2016), our lack of
knowledge of the market for alternative finance generally means that very little is known about
these issues at present. What we do know is that these developments are likely to have a
strong influence on the way firms in future structure their levels of external finance. Table 1
above illustrates the manner in which these new forms of funding are offering greater levels of
choice to SMEs in the UK. It is also likely that greater levels of new entrants within the funding
marketplace for SMEs will increase competition and conceivably reduce the costs of borrowing
for some. However, further work will be needed before this contention can be verified.

3. Future Influences

Having reviewed recent developments within the present day market for SME funding,
we shall now examine some of the likely drivers of change over the next decade. Given the
fluid nature of technology and government regulation, these cannot obviously contain any
robust forecasts or predictions. Instead, we wish to highlight the issues which are likely to
shape the future of funding for SMEs up to the mid 2020s. Broadly speaking, we have broken
down the main drivers of change into three main thematic categories (see Figure 1 below).

Figure 1: Major Drivers of SME Funding

Technological
Change

Impact on
Incumbents

The growth of
Alternative Finance

A key point to make is the fundamentally inter-connected nature of these issues. The
impact of technological change on the funding landscape is difficult to underestimate. Not only
has it enabled new competitors to quickly enter the market, it has also revolutionised the
manner in which lending transactions take place. This has undoubtedly enhanced the nature of
accessing funding within SMEs (Brown et al, 2015).

Technological change is likely to have a

longer-term structural impact on the market for SME lending, bringing further fin-tech entrants
into the marketplace. At the present time relatively new fin-tech providers such as Crowdcube
and Lending Circle are some of the fastest growing businesses in the UK.
Given the growth of these companies it has already been noted by others than
institutional investors are already beginning to encroach into these new funding channels
(Nesta, 2016). Plus, over time and given the likely increase in usage and growth of entrants, it
seems likely that consolidation of the industry will increasingly take place as banks begin to
acquire smaller alternative financial providers for their brand names and technical expertise.

Not only that but technological change is likely to massively shape existing SME
incumbent lenders.

Indeed, existing banks are likely to begin replicating the streamline

structures and systems embedded in these new financial providers, resulting in even greater
growth of the market and increased competition. At present, many of the major banks in the
UK operate with fairly antiquated IT systems. Over time as banks replace their technological
infrastructure, their new systems will be able to offer much faster levels of service to their
customers. This could in time erode some of the advantages that newer alternative forms of
finance, such as peer-to-peer lenders, have over their traditional counterparts.
The continued growth of alternative finance seems a near certainty, especially if the UK
continues to embrace its heavily deregulated policy environment. Over time awareness levels
of alternative sources of finance will begin to strengthen. At present, only around 20% of SMEs
are aware of alternative financial providers (Wright and Fraser, 2014). However, given the
rapidly moving nature of this marketplace this is almost impossible to predict with any
certainty. While less than 1% of SMEs used these forms of finance in 2014 – by 2015 this had
already risen to around 2.5% according to analysis of the recent Longitudinal Small Business
Survey. On this growth trajectory, it seems fair to assume that by the mid-2020s the level of
usage will make alternative finance a very mainstream source of funding.
The continued growth of alternative sources of debt-based finance will hinge on the
effectiveness of credit risk modelling and underwriting in peer-to-peer lenders. Indeed, some
observers like Lord Turner have claimed that these issues could be potentially disastrous for
investors in alternative finance providers such as peer-to-peer companies. He claimed that if

peer-to-peer firms fund small businesses rejected by UK banks then they could encounter big
losses if the firms cannot fulfil their repayments. Because of this adverse selection problem
only a small minority of firms seeking some forms of alternative finance currently receive it.
Similarly, the massive growth of equity crowdfunding will hinge on the level of investor returns
and “exits” achieved by investors. Going forward, time will tell if these new sources of finance
are efficient and robust allocators of capital.

4. Policy Context
Policy issues are likely to heavily shape the future of funding for SMEs in the UK. As
mentioned previously, the UK has been something of a laboratory experiment for deregulation
within the sphere of funding. While the internet has had a major “disruptive” influence on the
market for small business lending which has generated the development of the market for
alternative sources of funding for SMEs, it has been the UK’s deregulated and liberal
environment which has enabled it to grow so rapidly. Nothing within the political or economic
environment suggests that this is likely to change in the next decade. Indeed, governments in
advanced economies are under strong pressure to alleviate the difficulties confronting access to
finance in SMEs resulting in various credit guarantee schemes being implemented such as the
UK’s Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme (van der Schans, 2015). Going forward, it is likely
that the policy context will remain broadly supportive of promoting further access to funding
for growth-oriented SMEs.

There have been a number of significant policy agendas in this area. These have
included:
Efforts to address apparent regional disparities in the supply of finance – such as the
Northern Powerhouse Investment Fund – which are predicated on the idea that
geographical variation in access to finance still exist, particularly for firms with growth
potential. While there is some empirical support for this idea (see Lee and Brown, 2016)
past attempts to create regional funds have often found it hard to achieve the scale
necessary to make productive investments (Nightingale et al., 2009)
-

New efforts to help develop and integrate FinTech companies into the banking
system.3 As Mark Carney has argued, FinTech will have impacts both in terms of
competition amongst firms and the supply of credit, but also in terms of financial
stability. The UK is positioning itself as a world leader in this area, but doing so will have
both significant advantages and potential risks. But growth in the FinTech sector could
help create a more diverse banking system, potentially supporting a wider and more
competitive set of firms to grow (Hutton & Lee, 2013).
The ‘Elephant in the Room’ for the policy context on SME lending is, of course, the
economic impact of Brexit. Clearly, there is great uncertainty both in the scale of the
impact and its long-term ramifications. Most SMEs are too small to seek financing in
Europe, and are reliant on domestic providers of finance. But Brexit will likely have
three main influences on SME lending. The first is the most direct, as European
programmes aimed at increasing access to finance are ended, such as the recent

3

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Pages/speeches/2016/914.aspx

intervention of the European Investment Bank in Funding Circle, the crowdfunding
provider. We do not know whether the UK government will intervene to replace these
investments. Second, there will be regulatory effects and it is likely that the UK may
benefit from being potentially open and flexible with regards to financial innovation,
building on its reputation in fin-tech – although this openness comes with significant
risks. The UK is already by far the largest market for alternative sources of finance in
Europe and this is likely to continue for the foreseeable future (Nesta, 2016). The final
impact is likely to be most severe: the likely negative impact on the national economy
will reduce demand for finance and the potential returns to investment. This is likely to
lead to a reduction in aggregate lending as the economy moves to a lower long-term
growth rate. As a result of this, Brexit could eventually re-ignite calls for much greater
policy activism to help stimulate demand for lending by SMEs.

5. Conclusions
The SME funding landscape is experiencing rapid change, as the long-term fallout from
the GFC and technological change lead to both regulatory change and new business
opportunities. Plus, the uncertainty caused by Brexit means that assessing these issues with
any kind of precision is highly problematic. What we do know is that growth-oriented SMEs
will continue to grow even at times of great economic uncertainty, such as during the current

pre-Brexit period4.

Ensuring these firms can obtain growth finance is therefore crucial.

Technological change is opening up new funding avenues, but it remains to be seen whether
this is going to the firms which face credit rationing now, and whether they will address market
failures or simply replace existing channels of lending. The creation of new online internetenabled platforms peer-to-peer lending fin-tech firms has lead to the disintermediation of the
finance market for these rapidly growing elements of the SME finance market. While there is
no consensus on the existence of a general funding gap for SMEs, there is some concern about
the potential for small firms with high growth potential, in particular those introducing
innovations, to access the finance they need.
Underlying the discussion above is a number of core assumptions which need to be clarified.


Mainstream banks will become a smaller part of the market for general purpose small
business lending catering primarily to larger less risk medium-sized enterprises.



Start-ups and riskier more innovative small companies will increasingly pursue
alternative finance (both debt and equity modes) rather than traditional debt funding
through banks.



Alternative sources of finance will become more synonymous with existing larger
institutions such as banks.



Technology will continue to rapidly re-configure the funding market for SMEs further
developing sources of alternative finance.

4

All the evidence on high growth firms from a range of studies shows these firms manage to maintain strong
growth even during recessionary periods (Anyadike-Danes et al, 2015; Bamiatzi and Kirchmaier, 2014; Mason and
Brown, 2013).



SMEs will begin to embrace a wider array of financial providers for different types of
debt and equity-based funding.



Government policy will continue to remain de-regulated and liberalised in the UK.



More competition is gradually changing the funding landscape for SME lending and will
eventually create a more diversified market for SME borrowers



Finally, we can speculate that the UK’s “laissez-faire” deregulatory approach towards its
financial system will -in all likelihood- continue post-Brexit.

However, increased

uncertainty in the run to Brexit is likely to lead to a weakening of economic growth
which will reduce demand for aggregate lending in the short-to-medium term.
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